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production time
30 minutes

level of difficulty

Used items:
22 659 616
89 168 37
22 666 616
22 736 06
22 689 06
22 740 06
22 245 06
22 382 06
89 300 616
22 752 210
22 752 508
14 202 807
14 202 532
14 382 212
14 744 639
14 750 616
14 751 563

Metallic link chain w.clasp, 2 mm ø, gold
Magic-Stretch, crystal
Metallic pendant Feather, gold
Metallic pendant Pineapple, gold
Metallic pendant Monstera leaf, gold
Metallic deco-element, gold
Small ring, 7 mm ø, gold
Small ring, round, 4.6 mm ø, gold
Beading thread f.Delica-Rocailles, 0.27 mm ø, gold
Tassel, orange
Tassel, beige
Glass gemstone, 3 mm ø, light topaz
Glass gemstone, 3 mm ø, nougat
Rocailles, ø 4 mm, Two Tone, coral
Premium-Rocailles, 1.5 mm ø, copper gold
Delica-Rocailles, 2.2 mm ø, gold
Delica-Rocailles, 2.2 mm ø, smoke topaz

2 pieces
1m
2 pieces
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
2 pieces
3.60 m
1 piece
1 piece
58 pieces
66 pieces
4.5 g
3g
0.4 g
0.4 g

Additionally you need:
21 637 00
21 548 00
38 378 00
89 543 00
89 541 00
33 397 00

Special needle to thread beads
Special needle to thread beads
Scissors
Side cutter
Flat round pliers
Jewellery glue

5.7 cm
0.5 × 90 mm

production time
30 minutes

level of difficulty

Used items:
Chain with Monstera leaf
1 Shorten the link chain at the desired length (model
55cm) by means of a side cutter.
2 Hang the small ring of the extension chain onto the
shortened link chain. At the end, hang the Monstera leaf
onto the chain.
Chain with 2 feathers
3 Open the small ring by means of two flat pliers and hang
a feather as well a link chain on, then close the ring.
4 Hang one more small ring and feather onto the first
mounted small ring.
Chain with flower
5 Thread the Magic Stretch 1m long onto the needle to
thread beads (item no. 21 637 00).
6 Thread as follows: 2 Rocailles Two Tone coral, 1 glass
gemstone nougat, 1 Delica Rocaille smoke topaz and 1
more glass gemstone nougat, repeat it 15 times. Now,
thread one glass gemstone nougat, 1 Delica Rocaille smoke
topaz and the metallic deco-element Flower.
7 Thread the other side mirror-inverted.
Now, tie together the chain by a safety knot.

Chain with tassels
8 Firstly, thread the loops for the tassels. Thread 80cm of
the beading thread into the needle to thread beads (item no.
21 548 00) and sew up the thread at the upper tip of the
beige tassel. Fasten firmly the thread, puncture it upwards
and thread the Premium Rocailles copper gold on a length
of 6cm. Sew back through the tassel, and thread once more
all Rocailles through.
9 Slide the needle through up to the beginning of the
tassel and thread a bead string at the length of the tassel.
Now, thread back through the bead string and sew up the
thread at the upper tip of the tassel.
10 For the orange tassel, thread 80cm of the beading
thread and sew it also up. For the loop, thread 1 Delica
Rocaille gold and 3 Premium Rocailles copper gold until 20
Delica Rocailles gold have been threaded. Thread once
more all Rocailles.
11 Thread a bead string in a same pattern, then thread
back and sew the thread up.
12 For the chain, thread 2m of the beading thread into the
needle and slide it centrically, knot the tips together.
13 Now thread Premium Rocailles copper gold at a length
of 26 cm. Then, thread a glass gemstone light topaz and
alternately, a Premium Rocaille until 58 glass gemstones
have been threaded. Thread the other side symmetrically.
14 Thread the tassels, cut off the threads on the needle
and the knots, then knot together the chain by a safety knot.
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15 At the end, put some jewellery glue on the knots and
hang the pineapple up by means of a small ring.
Safety knots
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You will find material specifications and instructions
on our homepage.

